Categorical dependence of vowel detection in long-term speech-shaped noise.
The goal of this study was to measure detection thresholds for 12 isolated American English vowels naturally spoken by three male and three female talkers for young normal-hearing listeners in the presence of a long-term speech-shaped (LTSS) noise, which was presented at 70 dB sound pressure level. The vowel duration was equalized to 170 ms and the spectrum of the LTSS noise was identical to the long-term average spectrum of 12-talker babble. Given the same duration, detection thresholds for vowels differed by 19 dB across the 72 vowels. Thresholds for vowel detection showed a roughly U-shaped pattern as a function of the vowel category across talkers with lowest thresholds at /i/ and /ae/ vowels and highest thresholds at /u/ vowel in general. Both vowel category and talker had a significant effect on vowel detectability. Detection thresholds predicted from three excitation pattern metrics by using a simulation model were well matched with thresholds obtained from human listeners, suggesting that listeners could use a constant metric in the excitation pattern of the vowel to detect the signal in noise independent of the vowel category and talker. Application of the simulation model to predict thresholds of vowel detection in noise was also discussed.